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How did Phil Collins go from 

star to cringe-worthy to a 

classic? 

What can this teach us about 

success and failure– for 

individual careers and 

companies? 



A few established ways of looking at success and failure 

over time 

■Merton: Success begets success  

■Wang: Success happens, but have no idea when

■Parkinson: All successful careers end in failure

■The Phil Collins effect: If you stick around long enough failure can turn into success  



Merton’s Matthew Effect

■Skill + Luck + Positive Feedback Effects = Prolonged 

Increasing Success



Denrell and Liu (2012)



So if it is all down to luck, what do you do? 



















Success is driven by ‘Hot Streaks’

■Success tends to happen to skilled people who stay in the game 

long enough, we just don’t know when







So, what should you do? 

■If you haven’t hit your hot streak yet: explore 

different options and combinations

■If you are just hitting your hot streak: focus on the 

combination which is working

■If you have been through your hot streak: exploit 

the winning formula . . . 

■Or maybe invest the gains from your hot-streak in 

helping someone else’s hot-streak



C. Northcote Parkinson: All successful careers end in 

failure 

■Failure tends to happen to successful people who stick around long 

enough

■And often that can have destructive consequences for themselves, 

their field/organisation, or both



The best case: Failure through obstruction 



The most common case: failure 

through oblivion 





Football Basketball Baseball



Financial Analysts



So what does this suggest? 

■If you are a star, or benefiting from them: Keep them alive!

■But beware: Stars often suck up everyone else oxygen

■So: Look for opportunities when stars disappear from a sector / 

organisation

■And: Hiring lots of stars won’t necessarily improve your 

performance, but getting a few stars and integrating them into teams 

might



The Phil Collins Effect: The N-shaped curve

Figure 2: The Phil Collins Effect (PCE) 
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Is this just about Musicians? 















So what should you do? 

■Remaining yourself, but in new ways 

■Understand your core resource: 

■Using it with new audiences/consumers, new critics, new 

peers

■New medium: Computer games, advertising, sampling 



Use existing resources 

in new ways which are 

difficult to imitate 



So what can we learn about turn-arounds and revival from all of 

this?

■Harness luck through experimentation (which need to be 

small, safe, cheap, quick)

■Be a contrarian 

■Exploit the winning formulae and use the returns to help 

others find and exploit theirs (and benefit from it) 

■Integrate stars, but give oxygens to others 

■Be yourself, but in a new way  



So if you are trying to turn things around, what 

can you do?

■Most common reaction: Financial. Cut back spending to bring it into 

line with demand 

■Next reaction: Strategy. Rethink your aims and purpose and re-

organise resources and action around this.

■Then: Leadership. Promote dialogue, engender respect, spark 

collaboration, inspire initiative.

■Finally: Innovation. How can you use what you have always been 

good at to do new things? 


